
Funky Fingers Challenge!
We want to make sure you're keeping your hands super strong! At school we often 

do 'Funky Fingers' activities which keep the muscles in our hands super strong!



Miss Nelson’s Funky Fingers Challenge

Miss Nelson was due to be back in RE class after Easter to continue her teacher 
training. As we can’t all be together she has decided to leave a ‘funky fingers’ 
challenge for both classes to have a go at today!

Please do share your work with us on Tapestry, we’d love to see how you get on!

We hope you enjoy!



Fine motor skills

Warm up!

Lets get our fingers and wrists warmed 

up. 

Activity: Can you have a go at threading 

pasta or cheerio's onto either a piece of pipe 

cleaner or string?

Challenge: Can you thread the 

pasta/cheerio's using both hands? Is it more 

tricky using your other hand?

See how many you can thread! 

You can use string , cheerio's or 

whatever you can find in your 

house to practise some 

threading.



Fine motor skills

Main activity!

Help! I’m 
stuck! Please 
save me!

OH NO! Mrs Pepper is stuck in a tree 

and can’t get down. She was trying to 

escape from that naughty Evil Pea. Can 

you help get down before Evil Pea 

finds her? 

Activity: Can you have a go at making 

your own paper chain. Mrs Pepper can 

use it as a ladder to get down. 

I tried to make one earlier but it just 

wasn’t long enough. Be sure to use 

your: cutting and joining skills to make 

your ladder. You can decorate your 

paper chain also if you would like.

Challenge: How long can you make 

yours? Can you measure it? Is it taller 

or shorter than you?

Post a picture of your 

paper chain on 

tapestry so we can see 

whose is the longest 

and then we can use it 

to save Mrs Pepper!


